White Cardstock

Mini Album Cover
12" X 3"

score from each end at 5-3/4"

Mini Album Pages
(create seven)
5.5" X 2.75"

score from left side at 1"

Mini Album Closure
3/4" X 4"
Designer Patterned Paper

Mini Album Front & Back Cover as well as inside Front Cover
(create three)
5-1/2" X 2-3/4"

Mini Album Page Fold Cover
(create six)
7/8" X 2-1/2"

Mini Album Page Mats
(create eight)
4-3/8" X 2-1/2"

Mini Album Page Mats
(create five)
3-3/8" X 2-1/2"
Instructions

To create the inside pages of your mini album take the seven pages you created and add adhesive to the 1" tab on six of those pages.

To arrange your pages so that they expand in an accordion fold begin with one page oriented with the adhesive facing up to the left hand side. Next, adhere a second page directly on top of the first page, making sure to rotate so that the second page has the adhesive to the right side. Follow this with a third page directly on top of the second, with the adhesive to the left side. Continue until you have all six pages with adhesive stacked. Adhere the seventh page, without adhesive, to the exposed adhesive from page six orienting the score line to the left side.
Once you have your stack of mini album pages, cover the back side of the pages in adhesive and adhere to the right side of the Mini Album Cover.

Next, flip over the album and adhere the Mini Album Closure to the back side of the album.

Now it is time to decorate! Use the Designer Patterned Paper you pre-cut to cover and mat the inside and outside of your album. Finish off with photos!

For the album font, adhere an embellishment to the right side using foam squares leaving a 3/4" gap to use as a space the album closure can tuck in behind.

For the album back cover up the closure tab with a pre-cut piece of Designer Patterned Paper.